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The following group project is to be worked on by no more than four students. You may use any 
materials you think may be useful in solving the problems but you may not ask anyone for help 
other than the people you have chosen to work together. This means you may not ask a tutor or 
any person other than those in your immediate group for help. 
 
You are to type a letter of response to the problem presented backing up your conclusions with 
mathematical reasoning, formulas, and solutions. Your grade will depend on how well you 
communicate your response as well as the accuracy of the conclusions. This project will be 
scored on the checklist that is attached. 
 
Please sign and date here to indicate that you have read and agree to abide by the above 
mentioned stipulations. 
 
 
 
_________________________________ _________________________ 
Student Name #1     Date 
 
 
 
_________________________________ _________________________ 
Student Name #2     Date 
 
 
_________________________________ _________________________ 
Student Name #3     Date 
 
 
_________________________________ _________________________ 
Student Name #4     Date 
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March 21, 2004 
 
 
 
 
Calculus Creators 
Chandler-Gilbert Community College 
2626 East Pecos Road 
Chandler, AZ 85225 
 
Dear Calculus Creators: 
 
 
Well, golly…Wally and me were just tryin’ to  
have a little fun.  We wasn’t gonna hurt  
anybody or hurt our own selves!   
 
You see, it’s like this.  Me, Wally, Whitey, Eddie, Lumpy, and Gordy went and built this 
really swell ramp so we could ride our bicycles over it.  At first, I was a little scared to do 
it – but the guys kept giving me the business and telling me that I was a fraidy cat.  So, I 
did it!  And just to show the guys that I was tough, I really got my old Schwinn going real 
fast and I hit the ramp at top speed and flew through the air.  It was so keen!   
 
Just then, my mom came out to call us in to wash up before supper.  She saw my terrific 
jump and just about fell over.  As usual, when we are in real deep trouble, all mom could 
say is, “wait till your father gets home from the office!” 
 
Dad wants to teach us a life lesson and said that we can’t use the ramp again until we 
report back to him with a full analysis of the dangers involved in jumping using our 
ramp.  He wants us to find out for ourselves how dangerous this is by finding out how 
fast we are traveling when we leave the ramp, how high off the ground we go, and how 
far we go.  All Wally and me could think to get started was to measure the ramp and 
measure how far I jumped.  See our drawing below (not to scale). 
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We really don’t know where to go from here.  Can you help out?  I would like you to 
send me a complete analysis that me and Wally can understand seein’ as how dad will 
probably quiz us on what you wrote! 
 
Eddie wants me to tell you that you look real nice today and I need your report by March 
31, 2004.  This will give me plenty of time to prepare for when dad gets back from his 
business trip on April 4. 
 
This is sure swell of you to do this for me! 
 
Sincerely, 
 
 
 
Theodore “Beaver” Cleaver 
 
A note from your professor:  Be sure to include a full analysis including vector valued 
position, velocity, and acceleration functions and their magnitudes.  Graphs, words, 
symbols, and numbers (as appropriate) should accompany your analyses.  
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Writing Project Evaluation/Checklist 
Gateway checklist - these items must be present in order for the paper to be evaluated 
Yes No Expected Features 

  1.  Does this work meet the expectations for the presentation of technical work? 

  2.  Is the work all computer generated? 

  3.  Is there symbolic, numerical, and graphical support included in the work? 

  4.  Is the answer stated in a few complete sentences that stand on their own?  That is, 
is the summary satisfactory? 

  5.  Is there a description of the solution(s)?   

  6.  Is the noise (i.e. grammatical, punctuation, spelling, etc. errors) level low enough 
to not cause communication problems? 

  7.  Is the project free of major errors? 

  8.  Is acknowledgment given where it is due, if appropriate? 

  9.  Is there an attached page describing the contributions of the team members? 

 
 
 
 
 
 
Your final score will be calculated based on your performance on these features: 
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Very 
Good 

Good  Poor Features 

   Clear summary of the problem to be solved 
• Introductory paragraph lays the background for the problem 

situation and its solution 
• Shows why the question(s) to be addressed are important 

   Precise and well-organized explanation of how the answer was 
found including 
• assumptions 
• algebraic (symbolic) support 
• graphical support 
• numerical support 

   Solve the problem(s) that were originally asked so that there are no 
obvious errors in the solution.  Shows familiarity with the 
mathematical concepts and their appropriate use. 

   Use of graph mechanics including 
• labeled axes with units 
• labeled axis divisions 
• descriptive title 
• clear and descriptive legend 
• data points shown 

   Concluding paragraph summarizes the purpose of the project and 
the outcome.  Briefly closes the letter by stating any limitations or 
suggestions for improvement. 

   Style and readability demonstrates a quality of imagination and 
rigor that results in a distinctive project.  The project shows a 
personal exploration. 

 
Comments on quality of submitted work and how any problems might be resolved 
 
 
 
 
Final Score:______________________________ 


